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Infrared Based Interacting White Board

Abstract

The idea for the project is to use infrared based

technology to transform a white board and

projector into a distance based interacting white

board. The project combines Arduino coding

and an Infrared coordinates tracking camera in

order to simulate mouse movement in

conjunction with an Infrared emitting bar as a

reference point. The handheld portion is simple

to use and allows a wide degree of control from

a distance in respects to the whiteboard.

Introduction

Despite their uses for teaching and presenting,

interactive smart boards have prices that could

range from a thousand to even six thousand

dollars. A majority of interactive white boards

use touch based controls with some trying to

mimic the touch based technology by

combining IR and Ultrasonic based methods.

However, using just IR technology, it is possible

to reduce the cost of an interactive white board

while also incorporating a long distance based

interactive system. By following the footnotes of

the Nintendo Wii, any white board can be

transformed into an interactive white board by

using IR sensing technology.

Methods and Materials

The main component is the IR Tracking

Camera. It has a range up to 3.3 meters. It is in

conjunction with the IR emitting bar.

Results/Discussion

Mouse moves in coordination with the IR

Remote

Conclusions

With a simple download of the code and

placement of the IR emitting bar, any white

board with a projector can be transformed into

an interactive white board with a cost well

below a thousand dollars for the sake of

affordability and ease of use.
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